
SKF Wireless Machine 
Condition  
Detector CMVL 8000 
for use with the SKF MARLIN data manager

The SKF Wireless Machine Condition 
Detector (WMCD) combines with the 
SKF MARLIN data manager to provide 
a safe, fast and flexible system for 
operator inspections.

Key features
Wireless configuration eliminates the need • 
for cables

Measures and records• 
Velocity –
Enveloped acceleration –
Temperature –

Rechargeable battery• 

Operator driven reliability
This portable, easy-to-use system allows 
operators to observe, record and monitor 
machine conditions and identify corrective 
actions required to maintain productivity and 
equipment reliability.

Safety as a first consideration
Used with the SKF MARLIN hand-held 
computer, the WMCD is free from the 
inconvenience and hazards of cumbersome 
cables, increasing operator safety by 
eliminating cables that could become tangled 
in equipment.

From data to useful information
Data collected using the WMCD and MARLIN 
can be uploaded to SKF @ptitude Inspector or 
@ptitude Monitoring Suite, a comprehensive 
software suite that provides a common 
platform to view and analyze data from 
all SKF portable and on-line technologies.  
Consolidating data in one software suite 
facilitates analysis, reporting and interfacing 
with other plant-wide systems, such as SKF 
@ptitude Decision Support, CMSS and DCS.

General alarm capabilities
An “alert” condition provides a user with an 
early warning of impending problems for 
which immediate in-depth analysis should be 
performed.  A “danger” alarm signals the next 
level of alarm. 

Vibration monitoring
When performing measurements using 
MARLIN Quick Connect (MQC) computerized 
studs, the WMCD’s sensor input signal 
is processed to produce two vibration 
measurements for each measurement POINT.  
Velocity vibration identifies phenomena which 
are observable in the low to mid frequency 
range, and indicates such structural problems 
as misalignment, unbalance, mechanical 
looseness and more. Events which occur in 
the higher frequency ranges such as bearing 
and gear problems, can also be detected by 
the WMCD with its “Enveloped acceleration” 
capability, a signal processing technique which 
focuses on enhancing the repetitious vibration 
signals that characterize such problems.
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Specifications
MeasureMent ranGe
Overall velocity: 10 Hz – 1 kHz (Tolerances measured 
within the frequency range are in accordance with  
ISO 3945.)
Velocity (amplitude range): 0.3 – 55 mm/s (RMS), 0.02 
– 3.00 in/s (Eq. Peak). Meets ISO Standard 10861-1
Enveloped acceleration: 0.3 gE – 20.0 gE

Enveloped acceleration band 3: 500 Hz – 10 kHz 

teMPerature
Dallas 1-wire temperature measurement: −40 °F to 
+I85 °F (−40 °C to +85 °C)
RTD Magnet temperature measurement: −40 °F to 
+302 °F (−40 °C to +150 °C)

Power
Main power: Rechargeable lithium battery
Battery lifetime: 8 hours with normal usage, up to 640 
points on 1 charge
Approvals
CE mark and FCC

Hazardous area ratinGs
Non-incendive
Class I, Division 2, Groups A, B, C, D and T6

PHysical cHaracteristics
Case: Water and dust resistant (IP 65)
Drop test: Six (6) feet to concrete
Dimensions: length: 3" (76.2 mm), width: 3" (76.2 mm), 
height: 3" (76.2 mm)
Weight: 10 oz. (283 gms)

user environMent
Operating temperature at hazardous locations: −4 °F 
to +104 °F (−20 °C to +40 °C)
Storage temperature: −4 °F to +113 °F (-20 °C to  
+45 °C) for less than 1 month, −4 °F to +95 °F (−20 °C  
to +35 °C) for less than 6 months 
Humidity: 95% non-condensing

Ordering information
CMVL 8000-K Wireless Machine Condition Detector Kit 
contains: 

WMCD• 
Belt clip• 
Temperature magnet (RTD)• 
Wall- or desk-mounted charging dock with AC/DC • 
power supply
MARLIN version 4.3 firmware upgrade.• 

Accessories
CMAC 3610•   Temperature magnet

CMAC 8001•   Charging station including international 
DC power supply

CMAC 8002•   Replacement international DC power 
supply for use with charging station

CMAC 8003•   Belt clip

MQC•  (MARLIN QuickConnect studs):
CMSS 2600-3:•   Mechanical M8 x 1.25 mounting 
thread (three (3) studs per package)

CMSS 2610-3:  • Mechanical 1/4-28 mounting 
thread (three (3) studs per package)

CMSS 2601-3:  • Computerized M8 x 1.25 mounting 
thread (three (3) studs per package) 

CMSS 2611-3:•   Computerized 1/4-28 mounting 
thread (three (3) studs per package)

MARLIN data manager
The SKF Wireless Machine Condition Detector 
can be used with the following MARLIN data 
managers:

• CMDM 6200 Series data manager kit

• CMDM 5360* data manager kit 
  * will require an additional firmware upgrade.

Contact your SKF representative to learn about 
new MARLIN products that are compatible with 
the WMCD.

Product Support Plan (PSP)
A range of Product Support Plans are available 
to protect your investment. Contact your local 
SKF Reliability Systems sales representative for 
additional information.

For additional information on SKF Reliability Systems products, contact: 

SKF Reliability Systems
5271 Viewridge Court  •  San Diego, California 92123  USA
Telephone:  +1 858-496-3400  •  FAX:  +1 858-496-3531

Web Site:  www.skf.com/cm
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Temperature
Temperature measurements enhance the 
“early warning” benefit of the instrument by 
offering a useful indication of mechanical 
condition or the load applied to a specific 
component, since, as a bearing or 
its lubrication fails, friction causes its 
temperature to rise.  


